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Abstract. Data replication is one of the mechanisms in data grid architecture since it improves data access
and reliability. Therefore, the storage, availability, and consistency are important issues to be addressed in
order to allow distributed users efficiently and safely access data from many different sites. This paper
presents a new algorithm namely Binary Vote Assignment on Grid techniques to manage transaction and
replication for distributed database systems. The main objective of this technique is to preserve consistency
in database environment. Result shows that managing replication and transaction through proposed algorithm
able to prepare data consistency.
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1. Introduction
Organizations need to provide current data to users who may be geographically remote and to handle a
volume of requests of data distributed around multiple sites in distributed environment. Therefore, the
storage, availability, and consistency are important issues to be addressed in order to allow distributed users
efficiently and safely access data from many different sites [1]. One way to provide access to such data is
through replication. Replication is the process of copying and maintaining database objects in multiple
databases that make up a distributed database system [2]. A distributed database is distributed into separate
partitions/fragments. Each partition/fragment of a distributed database may be replicated (ie. redundant failovers, RAID like) [1]. Changes applied at one site are captured and stored locally before being forwarded
and applied at each of the remote locations. Replication provides user with fast, local access to shared data,
and protects availability of applications because alternate data access options exist. Even if one site becomes
unavailable, users can continue to query or even update the remaining locations. Synchronous replication can
be categorized into several schemes, i.e., all data to all sites (full replication), all data to some sites and some
data to all sites. Expensive synchronization mechanisms are needed in order to maintain the consistency and
integrity of the replicated data in distributed environment. One of the simplest techniques is Read-OneWrite-All (ROWA) technique [3]. This technique has been proposed for managing data in mobile and peerto-peer (P2P) environment [4]. Voting techniques [5] became popular because they are flexible and are
easily implemented. This technique has been applied to the front-end clusters for managing replicated data
[6]. Tree quorum (TQ) [7] uses quorums that are obtained from a logical tree structure imposed on data
copies. TQ has been proposed for persistent consistent distributed database commit in a dynamic a
synchronous network, peer-to-peer network [8].
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2.1. Replication Concept

Replication is the process of sharing information to ensure consistency between redundant resources such
as software or hardware components. This process helps to improve reliability, fault-tolerance, or accessibility
of data [9, 12]. Data replication may occur if the same data is stored in multiple storage devices. Meanwhile,
computation replication occurs when the same computing task is executed many times. A computational task
is typically replicated in space, i.e. executed on separate devices, or it could be replicated in time, if it is
executed repeatedly on a single device. Whether one replicates data or computation, the objective is to have
some group of processes that handle incoming events. If we replicate data, these processes are passive and
operate only to maintain the stored data, reply to read requests, and apply updates. When we replicate
computation, the usual goal is to provide fault-tolerance. For example, a replicated service might be used to
control a telephone switch, with the objective of ensuring that even if the primary controller fails, the backup
can take over its functions [8].
There are two types of data replication namely, synchronous replication and asynchronous replication.
Asynchronous replication usually transmitted inconsistently rather than a steady stream. Asynchronous
replication also caused the receiver to have problems in receiving the data from the sender. Many vendors like
Lotus Notes adopted asynchronous replication as a solution for managing replicated data because
asynchronous replication works reasonably well for single object updates. However, asynchronous replication
fails when involving multiple objects with single update.
Therefore, synchronous replication is the answer for constraints that the asynchronous brought.
Synchronous replication will guarantee data consistency since it works based on quorum to execute the
operations. Plus, synchronous replication provides a ‘tight consistency’ between data stores [12]. For any copy
that has been updated, the updates are applied immediately to all the copies within the same transaction [12].
This will ensure that all the copies in any site are the same and consistent. A consistent copy in all sites give
advantages to the organization as it provides an updated data that is accessible anytime at any place in the
distributed systems environment. However, synchronous replication require vast amount of storage capacity
as multiple copies of replicated data stored in many sites and expensive synchronization mechanism are
needed to maintain the consistency of data when changes are made. As a result, a proper strategy is needed to
manage the replicated data in distributed systems environment [11].

3. BVAG Algorithm
3.1. Binary Vote Assignment on Grid Model

Binary Vote Assignment Grid (BVAG) technique will be used to approach the research. In BVAG, all sites are
logically organized in the form of two-dimensional grid structure. For example, if a BVAG consists of twenty-five sites,
it will logically organize in the form of 5 x 5 grids as shown in Figure 1. Each site has a premier data file. In the
remainder of this paper, they assume that replica copies are data files. A site is either operational or failed and the state
(operational or failed) of each site is statistically independent to the others. When a site is operational, the copy at the
site is available; otherwise it is unavailable [10].

Fig. 1: Sites logically organized in two-dimensional grid structure
For this research, 9 sites will be used which will be logically organize in the form of 3 x 3 grids as shown in Figure 2.
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Fig. 2: BVAG sites.
A data will replicate to the neighbouring sites from its primary site. Four sites on the corners of the grid have only
two adjacent sites, and other sites on the boundaries have only three neighbours. Thus, the number of neighbours of
each sites is less than or equal to 4. Refer to Figure 3, data from site 1 will replicate to site 2 and 3 which are its
neighbours. Site 5 has four neighbours, which are sites 2, 4, 6 and 8. So, site 5 has five replicas. Meanwhile, site 6
replicates to site 3, 5 and 9.

Fig. 3: All replicas updated.

3.2. Binary Vote Assignment on Grid Algorithm
The following notations are defined:
a) V is a transaction.
b)
S is relation in database.
c)
Si is vertical fragmented relation derived from S, where i = 1,2,...,n.
d)
Pk is a primary key
e)
x is an instant in T which will be modified by element of V.
f) T is a tuple in fragmented S.
Si
g)
Pkxx is a horizontal fragmentation relation derived from Si.
h)
Pi is an attribute in S where i = 1,2,...,n.
i)
Mi,j is an instant in relation S where i and j = 1,2,...,n.
j)
i represent a row in S.
k)
j represent a column in S.
l)
η and ψ are groups for the transaction V.
m) γ = α or β where it represents different group for the transaction V (before and until get quorum).
is a set of transactions that comes before , while
is a set of transactions that comes after .
n)
o)
D is the union of all data objects managed by all transactions V of BVAG.
p) Target set = {-1, 0, 1} is the result of transaction V; where -1 represents unknown status, 0 represents no
failure and 1 represents accessing failure.
q) BVAG transaction elements = {Vηx,qr| r=1,2,...,k} where Vηx,qr is a queued element of transaction.
r) BVAG transaction elements
= {Vψx,qr| r=1,2,...,k} where Vψx,qr is a queued element of transaction.
s) BVAG transaction elements = { Vλx,qr| r=1,2,...,k} where Vλx,qr is a queued element either in different set of
transactions or .
t)
λx,q1 is a transaction that is transformed from Vλx,qr.
represents the transaction feedback from a neighbour site.
exists if either Vλx,qr or λx,q1
u)

V μ x, q

V μ x, q

1

1
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Algorithm
Start
and
initiates lock
If set Vλx,q1 = 0
Then abort Vλx,qr +1, ..., Vλx,qk
Execute Vλx,q1, λ = η, ψ
End if
and
propagate lock.
If Vλx,q1, λ = η or ψ get quorum
is equal n/2 )
If (write counter of w Vλx,q1
Then w Vλx,q1
get quorum.
Vλx,q1, λ = η transform to λx,q1
λx,q1, λ = η release lock. ∀ Vλx,q1, λ = ψ
λx,q1, λx,q1, λ = η
is equal n/2 )
Else if (write counter of w Vλx,q1
Then w Vλx,q1
get quorum.
Vλx,q1, λ = ψ transform to λx,q1
λx,q1, λ = ψ release lock. ∀ Vλx,q1, λ = η
λx,q1, λx,q1, λ = ψ
End if
End if
S is fragmented into Si
Si is fragmented into Si Pkxx.
Si
Pkxx divided into Vi
λx,q1 update x.
Commit λx,q1
End.

4. Result and Discussion
To make it clearer on how we manage the transaction using BVAG, here we present the experiment result. If
two sets of transactions, and
initiates to update database a at replica 1 and 2, first it needs to request to update
database a from primary replica 1 and 2. Then, neighbor binary voting assignment is initiated. All transactions in both
nodes will try to get lock. The first transaction that initiated will get the lock and other transactions will be aborted. So
now Replica 1 and 2 have a transaction waiting but transactions cannot read or update database a at same time.
Primary nodes 1 and 2 propagate lock to its neighbor replicas based on Picture 4. Primary replica for Vηx,q1
propagates lock to its neighbor replicas 2 and 4. Primary replica for Vψx,q1 propagates lock to its neighbor replicas 1 and
4. The first transaction get majority quorum will be transform to λx,q1.
Table1: Experiment Result
Replica/ Time
t1
t2
t3
t4
t5
t6

1
unlock (a)
Begin transaction
write lock (a), counter_w(a)=1
wait
propagate lock: 2
propagate lock: 2

t7

abort Vηa,q1, lock (a) from 2
t8
t9
t10

2
unlock (a)
Begin transaction
write lock (a), counter_w(a)=1
wait
propagate lock: 4
get lock: 2, counter_w(a)=2
obtain quorum, release lock: 1

4
unlock (a)

Vψa,q1 fragmented into S2
S2 is fragmented into S2 Pkxx
S2
Pkxx divided into T2
where T1 = P1 = Primary key
T2 = P6 = instant a
update a

t11
t12

Commit

t13

unlock (a)

λa,q1

Commit
unlock (a)
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λa,q1

Commit
unlock (a)

λa,q1

5. Conclusion
In order to preserve data consistency and reliability of the systems, managing transactions is very important.
This paper presents a new model to manage transactions called Binary Vote Assignment on Grid. We have
implemented BVAG in a database environment using synchronous replication. Time-efficiency of transaction
processing is calculated by how fast the time for commit or abort of the transaction has been reached. The faster the
decision is reached, the higher the time efficiency will be [13]. Timeliness in synchronization has become show
stopper to maximize the usage of system but at the same time contribute to the consistent and reliable computing.
BVAG resolve this challenge by alleviates lock with small quorum size before capturing update and commit
transaction synchronously to the database that require the same update data. The algorithm shows that it guarantees the
consistency since the transaction execution is equivalent to one-copy-serializability.
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